
the crepes



the crepes A fragrant dough made of simple ingredients 
such as milk, eggs and flour. An extraordinary and 
tasty product suitable for many sweet and salt 
recipes; You can fill the Intensho Crepes as you 
prefer: cured meats, seafood, vegetables, fruit, 
cream, custards and jams.
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crepes
The crepes are easy to 

prepare and suitable for many 
sweet and salt recipes: rich 
breakfasts, fanciful starters 

and delicious snacks.

10 min

500g x 1l milk

cook on Electric plate
210° - 4 minuti

15 x 100g

level
6x 500g

Item Number IN0112 salted
crepes

sweet
crepes
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crepes
h2o

Super tasty crepes to be 
prepared by adding only water

5x 1 kg

Item Number IN0213

10 min

1 kg x 1L water

cook on Electric plate
210° - 4 minuti

15 x 100g

level
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creme
da farcitura

filling custards

nocciola
cocoa-hazelnut custard

nocciola
vegan
vegan hazelnut custard

Exquisite custards with a compact 
and creamy texture used to fill and 

garnish crepes, croissants and 
other delicacies for breakfast.

Item Number In0017

Item Number IN0180

3 kg

crema bianca
white chocolate custard
Item Number IN0018



how to 
make 

pancakes 
using  
crepes 
dough

Our Pancakes are tasty and inviting, prepared 
with simple ingredients such as butter, flour, milk, 
sugar and eggs. The varieties of fillings give this 
product a versatile flavour, while the texture of 
the dough makes Pancakes excellent with jams, 
maple syrup or honey, but also eggs, ham and 
cheeses.
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taste our
pancake

recipe with
crepes

recipe with
crepes H2O

The sweet North American 
pancakes , which are prepared in 

few minutes and filled and 
garnished as you like.

10 min10 min

1 Kg x 1L water
30g of baking powder

800 g  x 1L milk
30g of baking powder 

cook on Electric plate
200° - 3 minuti

cook on Electric plate
200° - 3 minuti

50 pancakelevel



Dissolve the product in water or milk according to the recipe. Pour the mixture on the hot Crepes plate at 200 ° C

PREPARAtion

+200°

TIME

PORTION

TEMPERATURE

PORTIONS

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

SOLUBLE

CARTON

GLUTEN FREE

LACTOSE FREE

VEGAN OK CERTIFICATION

KOSHER CERTIFICATION

HALAL CORRECT CERTIFICATION

WATER - MILK

BAG

LEGEND

BUCKET

ELECTRIC COOKING
PLATE FOR CREPES

+200°
It contains data and indicative features that could be changed at any time 
and without notice.

It is prohibited to copy this catalogue in part or in total without written 
permission from Tecnoblend Srl.

Tecnoblend Srl reserves the right to remove or edit items in this catalog, 
for technical and/or commercial reasons, without any advance warning.

The contents of the catalogue is for information only.

The pictures in this catalogue are representative and  could be different 
from the actual size of the items.

This catalogue is reserved exclusively for professional traders, buyers and 
customers, it does not contain guidance for consumers.

Legal Notes
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